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TG: https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17 

VAX NEWS AND MANDATES: 
 NEW - White House "COVID-19 Response 

Team" has suddenly scheduled a press 
briefing for today at 11 am EST. @disclosetv  

 
 NEW - Angelique Coetzee, the doctor who 

discovered Omicron in South Africa, was 
reportedly pressured by European 
governments not to say the variant causes 
mostly mild symptoms. 
https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/plus23678
0035/Omikron-Entdeckerin-Man-wird-mich-
nicht-zum-Schweigen-bringen.html  

 🚨 Johnson & Johnson halted production of 

its COVID-19 vaccines - report 
More: https://cutt.ly/aO1DXlQ  

 Texas representative introduces bill to 
reinstate unvaxxed troops to armed forces  
Chip Roy introduced the bill Tuesday which 
would reinstate troops fired for refusing to 
take the Covid-19 vaccine. (NewsMax) 
“Due to President Biden’s anti-science 
vaccine mandate, hundreds of battle-ready 
service members have been separated from 
the Armed Forces so far,” Roy said. 
Slamming federal vaccine mandates as 
“power hungry,” Roy said hundreds of 
American soldiers are being forced from the  

 
h/t Chase Matthews Meme Lord 

1811109FEB22 News Highlights 
 

 

WORLD NEWS & MOAR 

military because of it. h/t RT 
news 

 The slow lifting of mask 
mandates then… Politicians 
say “we saved you, vote for 
me”…! 
Ummmmmm, vaxx FDA FOIA 
records 10,000 a month 
starting between march 1-
april. And every month till they 
are all released?  
Lmao.. “we saved you”…. 
Oops never mind…  
Declass on trump platform. 
October surprise? Ohhhh…. 
How low can we get joes 
approval down to? 4-6%? � 

 🚨Urgent Call to Action🚨 

⚠️Flood the eComment 

section for upcoming FDA 
meeting 2/15 to “discuss a 
request to amend the 
Emergency Use Authorization 
(EUA) of the Pfizer-BioNTech 
COVID-19 mRNA vaccine for 
administration to children 6 
months through 4 years of 
age”.Link to eComment: 
https://www.regulations.gov/c
ommenton/FDA-2022-N-
0082-0001  
You may include attachments 
with your eComment 
submission 

Politics and Related News Cont’d 

📣Comments submitted on or before 

February 10th (TOMORROW), will be  
provided to the committee. Comments 
received after February 10, 2022, and by 
February 14, 2022, will be taken into 
consideration by the FDA. 

⚠️ (text continued in comments…) 

 

🚨 Please share those two posts above 

everywhere… copy the text and save the 
screen shots if you need to. Go to 
comment sections of other chats and 
platforms and post.  
Also, please  follow the links and fill out 
your two cents.. 
Thank you, 
B 

 “The Missouri Senate Conservatives are 
having a filibuster over their redistricting 
and how they RINOs intend to profit from 
it while handing it to the Democrats. 
Senator Brattin and Senator Hoskins are 
taking requests and reading song lyrics!  
 
So far we have Celine Dion, Man I feel 
like a Woman, We’re Not Gonna Take It 
among other hits  
Email and get your requests in!!” 

 Rick.brattin@senate.mo.gov 
—————- 
We posted that last night  
I posted videos of them reading the lyrics 
last night…  

Feel free to email your song lyrics in 😂 

 

http://www.armyoffrogs17.net/
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RUSSIA/UKRAINE: 

 ❗️Russian invasion of Ukraine now unlikely, 

Ukrainian President Zelensky tells WSJ 

 The great distraction. Meanwhile Iran is ready 
to be next. And Israel is being prepped… 
https://t.me/Murad_Gazdiev/259  

 BREAKING - Russia closes down parts of the 
Black Sea & nearly half of the Sea of Azov, 
from 13th to 19th of February 2022, citing 
Naval drills. h/t Aquila 

 
 We are playing Russian roulette over here… 

kinda fun actually..  

 And here we go… Russian weapons under a 
new flag? Gotta clean house in Eastern 
Europe and take out the SOROS private 
army…  
https://t.me/Aq701/10280  

 Fly it under the Kekistan flag Vlad! 

 
 Kekistans invading Soros. 

 Gotta extend the kill boxes to the Balkans. 
Just follow the history books of where the 
Nazis ran to at the end of the war in Eastern 
Europe(and Balkan’s) and you’ll find your 
Soros tard army…. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99465?comment
=1597399  

POLITICS:  

 President Trump just endorsed Vernon Jones 
for Congress.  

“Let’s send a true Patriot to Congress.” 🇺🇸 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99343  

 NEW - Pelosi to Republicans: "Take back 
your party from this cult." 

 Joe Rogan Blasts ‘Political Hit Job’ Against 
Him https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99433  

 
 https://t.me/c/1151121962/135321  

 

 HE is controlled opposition. He met with Alex 
Jones over the weekend. I’m pretty sure he 
stayed the weekend at his place…  

 

Alex Jones declared war on trump in 
Nov. Alex won the finals in March 
madness.  

—————— 
 
We are the news now. Not 
them. Fuck em 

 
 BREAKING: The Pentagon 

Press Association is urging 
Secretary of Defense Lloyd 
Austin and President Biden's 
NSA, Jake Sullivan, to "lift the 
ban on news coverage of 
American military members 
deploying to Europe to 
reassure NATO allies during 
the Ukraine crisis" 
@insiderpaper 

 Pentagon. Clown hub.☝� 

how’s that for panic… ?  
Timing?  
Memeber the trumpster  did 
not give back those B52 Nuke 
codes… 2 in the chamber! 
Not gonna be needed 

 
 All your nukes belong to us! 

(h/t 1776) 

 ⚡️Jan 6 House panel 

subpoenas Trump aide Peter 
Navarro (CNBC) h/t RT News 

 Good man there ☝�🇺🇸 

 Fwd From Donald J Trump on 

TG: Mitch McConnell does not 

speak for the Republican 

Party, and does not represent 

the views of the vast majority 

of its voters. He did nothing 

to fight for his constituents 

and stop the most fraudulent 

election in American history. 

And he does nothing to stop 

the lawless Biden 

Administration, the invasion 

of our Borders, rising Inflation, 

Unconstitutional mandates, 

the persecution of political  

 

 

 opponents, fact finding on the 

incompentent Afghanistan withdrawal, 

the giving away our energy 

independence, etc., which is all because 

of the fraudulent election. Instead, he 

bails out the Radical Left and the RINOs.  

  If Mitch would have fought for the 

election, like the Democrats would have 

if in the same position, we would not be 

discussing any of the above today, and 

our Country would be STRONG and 

PROUD instead of weak and 

embarrassed. 

MOAR: 

 Former First Lady Melania Trump to 
Make Parler Her Social Media Home 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99338  

 January 10 Nunes joins truth social as 
ceo. 
Nunes worked closely to keep parlor up 
and running…  
Now: Melania to make parlor her social 
media home. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99339  

 DWAC 90% sure is going to own parlor 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99339?com
ment=1596782  

 Massive Fire, Explosion at California 
Industrial District 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99355  

 BREAKING: A massive water main break 
flooded the streets of Philadelphia 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99363  

 
[PANIC] in DC   
https://t.me/insiderpaper/6867 

 

 
Tweet of the day^^ 
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DECODES: 

 DELTAS: https://qalerts.app/?q=feb+09  

 Trump Text:  

 
See the kill brackets on trumps text? 
 
I typed into Q map only: [[  
 
Two kill brackets… first post that popped up 
on that stringer is one about string cutting, 

blackmail and death spirals �😅 love it. 

🍊 

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/127766
1802395054080  
 
https://qalerts.app/?q=%5B%5B  

 
 Isn’t it funny how the news narrative suddenly 

is shifting to blackmail and Vernon 😆 all day 

Lin’s gonna be crying Flynn tears 

 So what happens when someone who was 
black mailed into doing dirty deeds for the 
cabal has their strings cut???????????  
They become a witness, can testify and can 
also discreetly provide evidence…  
Grand jury’s are key. 

  D-Party Death Blossom. Followed by a 

spiral. 🍊🍊🍊 

 
 

 

https://nypost.com/2018/11/28
/trump-threatens-to-
declassify-devastating-docs-
about-democrats/  
Seriously. Read the link 
carefully  

 Now that I explained the black 
mail and string cutting… 
naturally things will start 
uniting again. OR we are 
controlling the narrative… 
Should I repost my posts 
about black mail and string 
cutting?  
https://t.me/PepeMatter/7536  

 Thread on Black Mail/String 
cutting: 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
9368 
(Click link/Scroll/READ) 

 PAY ATTENTION, CLASS. 
THERE’S MOAR: 
January 10 Nunes joins truth 
social as ceo. 
Nunes worked closely to keep 
parlor up and running…  
Now: Melania to make parlor 
her social media home. 

 
 Misspellings DO matter!! They 

swapped the O for an E. 
Parlor vs. Parler. Think mirror. 
EO. DECLAS. 

 
JC is James comey… 
[E]  
Also….Intel comm=intel 
committee..  
Nunes is now ceo of truth 
social. He was the ranking 
member of the Intel 
committee and on the gang of 
8… 

 

 Putin flew his bombers loaded 
with hypersonic missiles for 
the world to see… remember 
those things go fast…. Scary 

😦 not… 

 

 
 704 & 733 are deltas tomorrow and next 

day. 
Twilight zoning again, we are 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99409?com
ment=1597110  

 
[E] [O]  
 
[G][O] good hunting KEK 

 Death Blossom from a military 
perspective is the term given to an act by 
a weaker or poorly trained military that 
just fire off their rounds in all directions in 
hope of hitting something, rather than 
placing well-aimed shots onto the 
intended target. (h/t Stevie Leonard) 

 
 We are nearly at this point....^^ 

 
https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/trump-
threatens-to-declassify-devastating-docs-
about-democrats/  
Seriously. Read the link carefully 

 Emmet Flood is his lawyer 😳 

 From article^^ (cupcake) has the sauce 

about flood… he’s the secret weapon 
possibly… 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99402?com
ment=1597109  

 Let’s talk about flood (More of a convo 
with –cupcake-) 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99424 
(Emmet Flood) 
*This is about mueller. Ya? I believe 
POTUS gave up authority to Flood from 
what I recall to not interfere with the 
oversight of the mueller probe? 

 Emmet T. Flood to Step Down as White 
House Lawyer (Published 2019) 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/01/us/
politics/emmet-flood-white-
house.amp.html  
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 He was trump’s legal shield. 

Not a prosecution body  

 Yes. But I believe there’s moar. 

 That’s all from august about flood☝ now we 

need cupcake to bring new/MOAR flood 
sauce… 

 Flood is Pence chief of staff lawyer now. For 
Jan. 6th crap. h/t Michelle Moore 

 “Axios reported in early January that many of 
these aides, including Short, were indeed 
cooperating with the probe 
(https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-
news/mike-pence-jan-6-committee-
cooperation-1279963/ ). One of Axios’ 
sources noted that Short would not have 
cooperated without first receiving permission 
from Pence himself. Short’s appearance last 
Wednesday was the result of months of talks 
between the committee and Short’s lawyer, 
Emmet Flood, who briefly served as White 
House counsel under Trump.” 

 So after January 6 flood(trumps old lawyer 
who got him out of russia gate fag shit)…. 
Became the lawyer of like pences lawyer � 

 Even better, durham is still white house 
special council to “A” White House….  
So basically  the chain of command is Trump 
> Durham > Attorneys > VP pence…  
Remember if you believe trump is the 
shadow president like I do then pence is still 
your VP! Get your head out of your asses… 

 Like black mail and string cutting and flood.  
I’m guessing emmet flood trump and the 
gang gave pence two options… but the only 
one that worked out in the end is certification 
… 

 I feel like POTUS just chimed in on our 

conversation 👀 �😂  

 Emmet flood. READ  
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/99424  

 When I look at everything pre 2017 I figure it 
was so fucked up that people had to have 
been working on this plan since Kennedy by 
infiltrating. When Q said Infiltration instead of 
invasion i believe he was meaning white hats 
infiltrating :/ it’s a sad world this had to be 
done 

 I think it works both ways! [They] infiltrated 
our government, WH infiltrated [them]! It's a 

glorious thing 😄 (h/t Michelle Moore) 

 Exactly and then you give the power while 
they shoot each other to the people who have 
nothing to lose…. BIDEN and Anons 
kekekekekekekekekekek 

 So what happened yesterday? 

 When everyone was watching 
joes fake distraction in 
Ukraine Iran posted videos of 
their hypersonic videos last 
night? Did you see it? 

 B52 bombers landing in the 
UK?  

o Are they landing or doing runs 
over Buckingham with mini 
nukes…  just wondering?  

o We know as I’ve shown video 
here that Iran has nukes 
already and they can put 
them on their war heads… the 
hypersonic with warheads can 
reach Israel and the US just 
did or is about to bring b52 
bombers to the UK airspace. 

o Why?  
o Well defcon 4/3….. 
o Queen and the state of Israel 

(khazarians) were warned in 
December if you recall right 
before shit hit the fan in my 
end… 

o And here we are.  
o From my view the stage is 

just about set besides truth 
social platform… Parler? We 
will see… but that would be 
next phase declass, because 
the royals are seeking shelter 
from the storm… 

 Now we watch the drips 
become a flood. Kek. 

 Election +1. We're at election 
plus 1 year now. All covid 
restrictions are being lifted 
across the world, and [D] 
party death spiral habbening! 

😁 

https://qalerts.app/?q=Electio
n+%2B1  
(h/t Michelle Moore) 

 And here’s Lin wood ☝� 

playing ball for trump 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
9472 . Again, Mercer 
university, CIA lawyers have 
their meeting their every year. 
Lin went to Mercer. Pompeo 
X CIA dir. Named his dog 
Mercer. 

 So. Now we have Flynn 
playing ball…. Old strings 
cut…  

 Lin’s tits are finally calm.  

 Let’s see Alex Jones jump 
MOSSADS ship and we got a 
United intel legal clown show 
all under Q teams thumb… 

 And we are sitting here. The 
core.  
 
Not one dime asked for.  
Uniting a bunch of traitors 
after their stings are cut so we 
can arrest all of their handlers 
globally -- I need a drink and  

 
 
 
 

it’s only 11AM.(PST) 

 And then there’s this from Wendy 
Rogers: I am not supporting Vernon 
Jones and will continue to support pro-
Trump hardcore fighting patriot Mike 
Collins. I love President Trump and still 
back him 100%. We can agree to 
disagree on the GA10 race. Vernon 
Jones has a rap sheet a mile long and 
should be NOWHERE near elected 
office. This is why I de-endorsed him 
earlier in the year. It is what it is! I love 
you all. 

.  

 So everyone’s uniting in the movement 
at the top except Rogen and Alex Jones 
out of the top 4-8 folks in the shill 
community who’s strings are being 
snipped…  
Perfect timing right before $DWAC 

launches 🚀 

 So… $DWAC and rumble… and Parler. 
My stock guys are finding a tech nerd to 
see if the servers of rumble can host 
Parlers data flow… I’m thinking � API on 
the block chain back end may come into 
play here… $Phun also has blockchain 
tech but I don’t know about server 
capacity…  

 Trumps website guy PASCALE signed 
an AI deal with $Phun…  

 So his nerd dude using AI with block 
chain? I’m thinking pro maga bot 
accounts for truth social…  

  (opposite of @Jack’s SOROS paid anti 
freedom Chinese bot farms)  

 Q apparently still has access to his trip 
code on the 8Kun… per the global 
admins over there..  

 See where this is going? 

 Palantir owns the kraken super 
computer. 

 The ones in control of Peter are good 
people 

 ⚡️Trump’s ‘Truth Social’ platform launch 

expected end of March – Fox News 
citing sources 

 Filed today - there is a sealed summons 
in the Igor Danchenko case. 
Recall that Danchenko (the Christopher 
Steele primary subsource) was indicted 
for lying to the Feds regarding his 
sourcing of the Steele dossiers.  
At this stage of the case - over 3 months 
after the initial charges were filed - it 
could very well be a superseding 
indictment. 
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 Regarding Danchenko- 
Not that a superseding indictment is 
guaranteed, just that a superseding 
indictment is one of the more likely 
possibilities. This could also be relating to a 
plea deal. It could be clerk error (less likely). 

 

 
 As to the Danchenko filing - we have 

sort of an answer. Clerk error they 
corrected this morning - the summons 
was really a subpoena �♂️. Huge 
difference. 

 The significance of a subpoena in a 
federal criminal case? It commands 
someone to appear or produce 
documents.  

 I suspect it's to a third party (phone 
provider, etc) to produce records. See 
the sample subpoena form I'm 
providing.  

 Subpoena still sealed, we'll provide an 
update once it's public. (h/t Techno 
Fog) 

 Lots of good news ☝(last few posts) 

 My vote is a Facebook style and a 
twitter platform for trump truth social… 
without the clowns 

 

    

          

IF YOU ARE NEW TO THE AWAKENING:  
First of all, Welcome. We DO NOT condone violence of any kind. Please visit qalerts.app and READ THE 
DROPS. They are an invaluable resource. LAZINESS is what got us ALL here in the first place. If you don’t 
understand something, ask a fren. We are here to help. Visit us in the chat on telegram or register on the 
website listed above under Frog’s pic. (Links are active on this page if you are in the PDF format). 

 

   
 


